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Abstract

Numerical simulation of supersonic under and over expanded jet was
simulated. In order to achieve the solution efficiently and with high resolution,
adaptive grid is used. The axisymmetric compressible, time dependent Navier-Stokes
equations in body fitted curvilinear coordinate were solved numerically. The
equations were discretized by using control volume, and the Van Leer flux splitting
approach. The equations were solved implicitly. The obtained computer code was
used to simulate four different cases of moderate and strong under and over expanded
jet flows. The results show that with the adaptation of the grid, the various feature of
this complicated flow can be observed. It was shown that the adaptation method is
very efficient and has the ability to make fine grids near the high gradient regions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A supersonic jet contains a very complicated fluid structure. Depending on the
relative exit pressure from the nozzle, it may be under or over expanded. The flow
contains supersonic as well as subsonic regions, compression and expansion waves,
mixing layers and the interaction of waves with the mixing layers, which produces a
series of expansion, oblique and normal shock waves. The interaction of these
consequently produced waves within themselves and with the mixing layers, making
the flow features more complicated. Detailed information can be obtained from
references [1] to [3].
The investigation of plum may be referred to the work done by Wilcox et al [4] who
produced some pictures of different jet plum types. Later, Adamson and Nicholis [5],
Charwat [6], Abbett [7], Fox [8], Chow and Chang [9], Ben Dor [10], Nash et al [11],
Nasuti et al [12], Lewis and Carlson [13], Addy [14], and Pak [15] investigated the
plum geometry and Mach disk using analytical and numerical methods. Donaldosn
and Snedeker [16], Seiner and Norum [17] and [18], and Norum and Brown [19],
investigated under-expanded jets experimentally. Mathur [20], studied sonic jets
experimentally, and finally the following scientists investigated the flow numerically:
Dash [21] to [24] extensively investigated the plume numerically using parabolized
Navier-Stokes, full Navier-Stokes and two-equation turbulence models. Mikail et al
[25] used algebraic turbulence model to simulate a fully expanded jet. Vatsa [26],
solved three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations with an algebraic turbulence model
to simulate a plume. Lakshmanan and Abdol-Hamid [27] and Cumber et al [28] used
the k-£ model to simulate plumes.
The flow field does not contain features of single length scale, but instead includes
flow features such as shocks, shear layers, etc., in which the dominant length scales
can be orders of magnitude smaller than that of basic flow. So the simulation of such
a complicated flow requires fine grids spatially where the high gradient region such as
shock waves and mixing layers are present. The generation of structured grids in
regions with high complexities is an essential part of the problem and the efficiency
and accuracy of the numerical solution depend considerably on the quality of the grid
employed. The highly accurate solution can be obtained with a given numerical
algorithm by increasing the number of grid points, which in turn, decreases the local
truncation errors. The large number of nodes results in large computation time due to
both numbers of operations per iteration and slowed convergence rates. On the other
hand, a uniform grid produces non-uniform computational errors that vastly vary from
one point to another.
One simple and efficient way of obtaining a solution with nearly uniform error is to
use unequally spaced structured grid. This requires to know in advance the regions of
high gradients, or small length scales, in the flow field so that, the grid is chosen to be
finer in these regions. For a complicated flow such as supersonic under/over expanded
jet, it is almost impossible to predict the exact location of regions of high gradients.
This is especially true, because some of the features of the flow only appear if the grid
is fine enough as will be explained later. It is possible to produce both high accuracy
and efficiency by adapting the computational grid such that the grid spacing are
linked to the length scales of the local features of the flow.
A good review of adaptive grid generation is presented by Eiseman [29]. The simplest
way of producing adaptive grid is using the algebraic method. In this method which is
suitable for simple geometry, an algebraic equation is solved along each grid line and
new locations of the grid points are obtained. This method is simple and fast. This



method was used by Dwayer et al [30] and Gnoffo [31]. The algebraic method is not
appropriate for problems which need concentration of grid nodes at several locations
and different directions. It is because, in this method, the grid is not adapted globally
but rather locally.
The adaptive grid using elliptic equations adapts the grid node altogether and
therefore the whole domain is considered simultaneously. This method can produce
more complicated adaptive grids. Dannenhoffer [32] used this method to generate
both structured and unstructured adaptive grids to simulate transonic flows around an
airfoil. Catherall [33] used both algebraic and elliptic equation methods to generate a
grid for transonic flow over an airfoil. In the above-mentioned examples of adaptive
grid generations, the adaptation is employed to stretch the grid around a single shock
wave. Yamalee and Ballmann [34] produced more complicated adaptive grids to
simulate supersonic flow in a channel with a ramp when shock wave is reflected from
the other wall of the channel. For this problem the grids with more than one region are
adapted. Still a much more complicated problem is chosen in this paper and the
adaptation is performed successfully for several regions containing shocks with
different strength, mixing layers, edge of the nozzle etc.
In this paper, supersonic under/over expanded jet in an axisymmetric flow is
simulated and the structure of the flow in the plume is studied. The control volume
approach with the flux splitting of Van Leer [35] was used. To prevent dispersion
dissipation, the Koren [36] flux limiter function was employed. The discretized
governing equations were solved using a second order implicit scheme. The grid is
adapted to obtain fine grids in the regions with small length scales.

2. Governing Equations and Numerical Method
The axisymmetric time dependent compressible Navier-Stokes equations were
employed. The equations are as follow:
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where, u and v are velocity components, et is total internal energy, T, p, and p are
temperature, pressure, and density respectively. \x and k are molecular and thermal
conductivity, respectively. The fluid is assumed to be air with the property of being
ideal gas and so the equation of state is also used.
The governing equations are transferred into a body fitted coordinate system, and
solved numerically. The control volume approach was used to discretize the special
derivatives of the equations. For the time derivative terms, the Euler implicit scheme
was employed. The non-linear convective terms were linearized by the Newton
approach, and the Van Leer [35] method was used to split the convective fluxes
according to the sign of their eigenvalues. The fluxes at the surfaces of the control
volume were approximated by the second order accurate method and in order to
prevent oscillations around the shock waves or any other large gradient regions, the
Koren [36] limiter was used. Finally the equations were solved by using ADI method.
The given inflow parameters are velocity components u and v, and the inflow pressure
and temperature. On the top and out flow boundaries, the normal derivatives of the
flow parameters with respect to the boundaries, were set to zero.

3. Grid Generation
The adaptation techniques are classified as either redistribution or embedding
methods. In this paper, a redistribution technique using elliptic equation was
employed. Following Thompson et al [37], the elliptic partial differential equations
for generating adaptation grid are

=0 (5)

=0

where

x and y are Cartesian coordinates and P and Q are forcing function terms. These

coupled equations are solved in the (1,77) computational space.

The above grid-generation technique (with P = g = O) may be used to generate the
initial grid. To apply elliptic grid generator for adaptation grid, Eq.'s (5), the
following forcing functions are used.



p = — Q = —
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where, the weight functions M>\ and Wj are computed directly from:

w, = 1 + Cf
(7)

q is a flow variable and C's are positive constants that can be selected depending on

how much the grid clustering is needed.
The choice of selecting q as an adaptation parameter depends on the structure of the
flow. The velocity components, density, and Mach number can be chosen. In this
work the density is used for this purpose. This is because, the density varies not only
across the shock, but also in the mixing layers as well.
The adaptation procedure is as follows:
1. An initial solution of Navier-Stokes is first obtained by a given initial grid.
2. A suitable flow variable is chosen as an adaptive parameter.

3. w i and w j and also grid metrics such as a are evaluated from the initial solution.
4. The grid nodes on the boundaries are evaluated. These nodes are needed as

boundary conditions for Eq.'s (5). The nodes at the boundaries can be calculated
by solving the one-dimensional version of Eq.'s (5).

5. Eq.'s (5) are solved to obtain new adapted grid. The solution method is usually an
iteration method. The ADI method is used in this paper. The coefficients of the
equation based on new values of w -, and w-} are updated after each iteration.

6. The flow solution is interpolated into the new mesh and the flow is solved with
the new adapted mesh.

7. From step 3, the procedure is repeated until the flow solution and grid adaptation
processes are converged.

In order to prevent divergence of the solution, it is better to use some kind of
smoothing of the grid points during the iterations. That is, the location of each grid
point can be corrected by weighted averaging with its neighboring points. In order to
assign the flow properties at the new grid nodes, each time that a new grid is
obtained, one needs to know where each new grid nodes is located and which cell. A
powerful way of determining this situation is explained below.
1. For each old cell, we find Xmin, xmax> ymjn, and ymax as shown in Fig. (1).
2. We connect each new node, which its coordinates are within the values in (1) to

the corners of the corresponding cell, Fig. (2).
3. We calculate the sum of areas of four triangles, which are created by step (2) and

compare it with the cell area, as shown in Fig. (2).
4. Only if the areas are equal, then the point is inside of the cell. The interpolation to

obtain the flow parameters for this grid node is done by spatially averaging the
old cell corners values.



4. Results
An exhaust jet with four different situations is considered here. In all cases the fluid is
air with free stream pressure and temperature, poo=l atm. and T^ =300K, respectively.
The first case is an over-expanded jet with M=2. The free stream Mach number is 3

and the ratio of jet pressure to free stream pressure is 0.5.
Fig. (3) shows the density contours for uniform and adapted grids. Although the
number of grid points is the same in both cases, the adapted grid produces much better
results. It is especially true in places where the adaptation technique has made very
fine grid. In those regions, the shock thickness is very small. The adapted grid is
shown in Fig. (4).
Since the jet pressure is less than the surrounding pressure, the streamlines and the
mixing layer tend to become closer to the centerline. When the reflected shock wave
from the centerline passes through the mixing layer, its angle will be changed and
some weak expansion waves appear. These expansion waves were not produced by
the uniform grid, and many investigators were not able to observe it before. This is
because in a uniform grid, the grid is not fine enough to resolve such weak structure.
Fig. (5) shows the density distribution along the centerline (R=0). As expected the
results for the adaptive grid are more precise. In 5<x/Rj <6, secondary expansion
waves, which are produced when the shock wave passes through the mixing layer,
reach the centerline. Fig. (6) shows the density distribution as a function of radius at
some downstream location where, x/Rj =10. The mixing layer is narrower in the
adapted grid case. In 2<R/Rj<3, the effects of expansion waves which are reflected
from the centerline are seen.
The second case studied here is an under expanded-jet with a similar condition as the
above case but, for p/pTO =2. Fig.'s (7) show the density contours for this problem for
both uniform and adapted grid. The adaptive grid is also shown in Fig. (8). In this
case, the expansion waves are produced at the jet exit and move toward the centerline.
Also a shock wave is presented at the freestream region. In fact the shock waves and
the expansion waves have been replaced in this case compared with the first case. The
mixing layer is deflected outward.
The third case is an over-expanded jet with very small pressure ratio. The pressure
ratio is p/poo =0.13, and the rest of inflow properties are the same as case 1. The
number of grid points are the same as case 1 but the solution domains are Rmax/Rj=5
and Xmax/Rj=6. Fig.'s (9) show the Mach contours for uniform and adapted grids. As
expected the adaptive grid gives a better resolution. But even the adapted grid did not
refine the grid enough around the Mach disk and at the interaction of Mach and
mixing layer. The grid is shown in Fig. (10). In this case, a rather strong shock
appears at the jet exit. This shock produces a normal shock, Mach disk, at about one
radius of the jet further downstream. The disk height is about one fourth of the jet
diameter. At the edge of the disk, a new mixing layer emerges. In fact, a so-called
slipstream is produced and becomes a secondary mixing layer due to the viscosity.
The velocity gradient in this layer is very high so it grows faster than the original
mixing layer formed between the two streams. In this case the expansion waves in the
outer layer interact with the shock wave that passes through the mixing layer and they
both lose their strength.

The fourth case is similar to the under-expanded jet as the second case above, but the
pressure ratio is much higher, p/pco =10. Fig.'s(ll) show the Mach contours in this
case. The pressure ratio is very large, thus the streamline and the mixing layer deflect
considerably. The interaction of expansion waves with the mixing layer produces a
so-called Barrel shock. After reaching the centerline, it is reflected from the centerline



and passes through the mixing layer. Then it interacts with an oblique shock in the
outer layer. Fig. (12) shows the distribution of pressure and Mach number as a
function of radius at downstream location, x/Rj=25. This figure shows that at R/Rj<2,
there are expansion waves, at R/Rj= 4.2 the Barrel shock exists, and around R/Rj=13,
there are some expansion waves followed by a shock wave.

5. Conclusion
The following conclusion may be drawn from this work.
a. The numerical method used in this work is able to simulated sophisticated flows

such as under and over expanded jets.
b. The adaptive grid used is a powerful way of solving problems more accurately

without the need to use very fine gird throughout the flow field and with much
less CPU time.

c. The interpolation introduced in this paper for the adaptation technique works
perfectly. It will not produce oscillations in the results and is highly
recommended.

d. When the expansion or compression waves pass through the mixing layer, rather
weak compression or expansion waves are produced. These waves have not been
the center of attention of many researchers and were not obtained by many of
them because they did not have enough fine grids.

e. Most of the research work done to study the Mach disk such as the ones in
references [5], [7], [9], and [10] used inviscid flows. So the secondary mixing
layer is not produced and a slipline is obtain instead.
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Figure 1. Location of new grid point with respect to an old cell
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Figure 2. Two different positions of a grid node with respect to an old cell
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Figure 3. Density contours for over expanded jet, case 1

b) adapted grid
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Figure 4. Adapted grid for over expanded jet, case 1
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Figure 5. Distribution of density along the centerline,
for over expanded jet, case 1

Figure 6. Distribution of density along the
radius, for over expanded jet, case 1
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Figure 7. Density contours for under expanded jet, case 2
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Figure 8. Adapted grid for under expanded jet, case 2
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Figure 9. Mach contours for over expanded jet, case 3
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Figure 10. Adapted grid for over expanded jet, case 3
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Figure 11. Mach contours for under expanded jet, case 4
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Figure 12. Pressure and Mach distribution along the radius for under expanded jet, case 4
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